Hixson-Lied Small Animal Hospital Directory

ADMINISTRATION

Stephanie West, DVM
Director of Hospital Operations
(515) 294-5829

Brian Rowe-Barth
Hospital Relations Coordinator
(515) 294-4900

ANESTHESIOLOGY

Bonnie Hay Kraus, DVM*

PenTing Liao, DVM, MSc*

Morgan Murphy, DVM

Chia "Joy" Tseng, DVM*

Shelley Chi, DVM Resident

CARDIOLOGY

Jessica Ward, DVM*

Melissa Tropf, DVM*

Shane Murphy, DVM Resident

Allison Masters, DVM, MPH Resident

DEMAND TOLOGY

James Noxon, DVM*

Darren Berger, DVM*

Sarah Hoff, DVM Resident

DENTISTRY

Brenda Mulherin, DVM*

Kristina Miles, DVM*, MS

Elizabeth Riedesel, DVM*

John Dwan, DVM Resident

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING

Chris Olmo, DVM Resident

Robin White, DVM Resident

11/22/19 *Board-certified specialist

Dr. W. Eugene and Linda Lloyd Veterinary Medical Center Small Animal Hospital Directory
EMERGENCY, CRITICAL AND INTENSIVE CARE SERVICES

Rebecca Walton, DVM*
April Blong, DVM*
Katheryn Cooley, DVM
PenTing Liao, DVM, MSc*
Julie Riha, DVM
Katherine Dawson, DVM, Resident
Maude Poirier, DVM, Resident
Miranda Buseman, DVM, Intern

INTERNAL MEDICINE

Chad Johannes, DVM*
Meg Musser, DVM*
Erika Berger, DVM
PenTing Liao, DVM, MSc*
Julie Riha, DVM
Katherine Dawson, DVM, Resident
Maude Poirier, DVM, Resident
Miranda Buseman, DVM, Intern

ONCOLOGY

Karin Allenspach, Dr.med.vet*, PhD
Albert Jergens, DVM*, PhD
Dana LeVine, DVM*, PhD
Jean-Sebastien Palerme, DVM*, MS
Laura Van Vertloo, DVM*, MS

Michael Barchilon, DVM, Resident
Joseph DiBenedetto, DVM, Resident
Elle Donnini, DVM, Resident
Ellen Heinrich, DVM, Resident
Alexandra Portanova, DVM, Resident

OPHTHALMOLOGY

Rachel Allbaugh, DVM*, MS
Lionel Sebbag, DVM*
Anna Catherine Bowden, DVM, Resident
Braidee Foote, DVM, Resident
Louise O’Leary, MVB, Resident
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